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Identifying and commenting 
on audience and purpose 

Skills you need
 Identify the purpose(s) of a text
 Identify the audience(s) of a text
 Establish how a texts content is linked to audience and purpose

 Activity 1
1  Identify the correct audience and purpose for each excerpt? Select the correct 

word or words from the bank below and write your answer in the table opposite.

Excerpt Audience(s) Purpose(s)

1

I am disgusted by the poor 
service offered by your refuse 
collectors. The waste in West 
Riding has not been collected 
now for four weeks which is 
beginning to encourage vermin.

2

Have you considered changing 
your broadband provider? 
Phone us today and you could 
save your household up to £30 
a month.

3

Your child is eligible for the HrN1 
swine fl u vaccine. Please phone 
your local health centre to book 
an appointment. Evidence shows 
that children under fi ve are most 
seriously affected by the H1n1 
virus and hospitalisation is a 
serious risk.

4

Mrs Penn was going to have her 
new baby. Granny and granddad 
had come to stay to look after 
the twins while their parents 
went to the hospital.

5

Your table is reserved. The wine 
is chilled. Sit back and let us 
serve you as you enjoy a leisurely 
journey to your destination by 
the Royal Dernford railway. 

6

Eating raw or partially cooked 
eggs during pregnancy presents 
a risk of listeria. We therefore 
suggest that you ensure all yolks 
are fully cooked.

7

The décor was modern and 
stylish. The ambience second to 
none. There is no doubt that the 
‘Koh in Nor’ is a jewel in the crown 
of Gloucestershire eateries.
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A Section A Reading

Audience 
County Council The general public 
Householders Home Internet users 
Parents Parents of young children
Young children Rail users 
Users of public transport 
Pregnant women

Purpose 
To argue  To inform 
To persuade  To entertain 
To advise  To analyse
To review  To comment

Fill in the RAG table below to show how confi dent 
you are in the following areas:

I can identify an audience of a text.

I can identify more than one audience of a text.

I can identify the purpose of a text.

I can identify more than one purpose of a text.

I can select relevant evidence to prove my answer.

I can comment on the evidence I have selected.

R GA

Skills to raise my grade

Before you answer questions on any reading 
text in the exam, you must stop and identify 
the audience and purpose of the text. 
Sometimes a text can have more than one 
audience and purpose. You will also need to 
be clear what kind of text it is and its source 
(where it’s from) if possible. This knowledge 

will provide a fi rm anchor for any of your 
comments about the text you have read.

In this lesson you will practice identifying 
audience (who a text is written for, e.g. 
children, taxi drivers) and its purpose (what a 
text is for and what effect it should have on 
its audience, e.g. to inform, to entertain).
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1  Read the text below and establish the TAPS of this leafl et. You may wish 
to highlight the text and make annotations in the space  below.

TAPS 

Text type Audience Purpose Source 

2  Here is a list of features we might expect to fi nd in this kind of text.

Features of language, 
structure and presentation

Tick or 
cross 

Features of language, structure 
and presentation

Tick or 
cross 

Bullet points ✓ Logo ✓
Title/Heading ✓ Specialist legal vocabulary ✓
Subtitle ✓ Emotive language ✓
Formal language ✓ Mainly facts ✓
Informal language Mainly opinions

Images Clichés

Captions Similes

Slang Extensive descriptive language

Simple sentences ✓ Nouns

Complex sentences Use of the fi rst person plural ‘we’ ✓
Compound sentences ✓ Specialist political vocabulary

Imperative verbs Rhetorical questions

Section A ReadingIdentifying and commenting on audience and purpose 

A legacy to the RSPCA  saves and protects animals.

Inheritance tax is a tax on the value of a person’s estate when they die and on certain 

gifts made by that person during their lifetime. The inheritance tax threshold is the 

amount above which inheritance tax becomes payable. 

If you live in the United Kingdom, and the value of everything you own comes to more 

than £312,000 (inheritance tax threshold for the tax year 2008/2009), you may have to 

pay inheritance tax. This sum may sound like a lot, but once you take into account the 

value of your home plus any savings or insurance policies, you may find your estate  

is worth more than you realised.

You may not realise that inheritance tax can also apply to large gifts you may have 

made within the seven years before your death.

However, these are the main ways to make sure you won’t have to pay this tax.

• If you are married, anything you leave to your spouse remains untaxed (although their    

   own estate, which includes their inheritance from you, may be taxed in its own right   

   when they die).

• Anything you leave to charity is paid free of inheritance tax. These gifts are  

taken out of your estate before any tax is worked out, so there may be times when  

a gift to charity could substantially reduce the tax your estate pays – or even remove  

it altogether.

• There are different tax levels  for different types of large gifts you may have made       

    before you died. You may want to speak to your solicitor about this.

The figure we have given above for the inheritance tax threshold was correct at time of 

printing. You should always speak to a solicitor about tax planning as there may be help 

available to you. 

If you decide to include the RSPCA in your will, you don’t need to tell us - we understand 

that it is a very personal and private matter. However, it will help us if you are prepared 

to let us know your decision, in absolute confidence.

The aims of the RSPCA are to prevent cruelty and promote kindness to animals.
The RSPCA is a charity registered in England and Wales. Registered Charity no. 219099

InherItance tax
A legacy to the RSPCA  saves and protects animals.

Inheritance tax is a tax on the value of a person’s estate when they die and on certain 

gifts made by that person during their lifetime. The inheritance tax threshold is the 

amount above which inheritance tax becomes payable. 

If you live in the United Kingdom, and the value of everything you own comes to more 

than £312,000 (inheritance tax threshold for the tax year 2008/2009), you may have to 

pay inheritance tax. This sum may sound like a lot, but once you take into account the 

value of your home plus any savings or insurance policies, you may find your estate  

is worth more than you realised.

You may not realise that inheritance tax can also apply to large gifts you may have 

made within the seven years before your death.

However, these are the main ways to make sure you won’t have to pay this tax.

• If you are married, anything you leave to your spouse remains untaxed (although their    

   own estate, which includes their inheritance from you, may be taxed in its own right   

   when they die).

• Anything you leave to charity is paid free of inheritance tax. These gifts are  

taken out of your estate before any tax is worked out, so there may be times when  

a gift to charity could substantially reduce the tax your estate pays – or even remove  

it altogether.

• There are different tax levels  for different types of large gifts you may have made       

    before you died. You may want to speak to your solicitor about this.

The figure we have given above for the inheritance tax threshold was correct at time of 

printing. You should always speak to a solicitor about tax planning as there may be help 

available to you. 

If you decide to include the RSPCA in your will, you don’t need to tell us - we understand 

that it is a very personal and private matter. However, it will help us if you are prepared 

to let us know your decision, in absolute confidence.

The aims of the RSPCA are to prevent cruelty and promote kindness to animals.
The RSPCA is a charity registered in England and Wales. Registered Charity no. 219099

InherItance tax

Read the text below and establish the TAPS of this leafl et. You may wish 
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1  Read the text below and on page 7, then establish the TAPS of this extract. 

TAPS 

Text type Audience Purpose Source 

2  What are the appropriate features for such a text? 

 Tick the appropriate language, structural and presentational features 
you would expect to fi nd on a social networking page for this audience 
and purpose. 

Features of language, 
structure and presentation

Tick or 
cross 

Features of language, structure 
and presentation

Tick or 
cross 

Bullet points Logo

Title/Heading Specialist legal vocabulary

Subtitle Emotive language

Formal language Mainly facts

Informal language Mainly opinions

Images Clichés

Captions Similes

Slang Extensive descriptive language

Simple sentences Nouns

Complex sentences Use of the fi rst person plural ‘we’

Compound sentences Specialist political vocabulary

Imperative verbs Rhetorical questions

Section A ReadingIdentifying and commenting on audience and purpose 

2 What are the appropriate features for such a text? 

 Tick the appropriate language, structural and presentational features 
you would expect to fi nd on a social networking page for this audience 
and purpose. 

Features of language, 
structure and presentation

Tick or 
cross 

Features of language, structure 
and presentation

Basic Info
Name: Repeal the Hunting Act - offi cial Countryside Alliance Group
Category: Common Interest - Politics
Description: This group has been created for facebook members to show their support for the repeal of the Hunting Act. 
 WHY? 
 Repealing against a pointless, prejudiced and failed law.
 The Hunting Act is unique in that its effects are entirely negative. It diminishes respect for Parliament, it puts 

law-abiding people at risk of prosecution, it diverts police attention from real crime, it brings no benefi t to the 
environment, it is a blatant example of political prejudice and it does nothing for the welfare or conservation 
of the species it claims to ‘protect’.

 To achieve repeal and safeguard the future of hunting it is vital that we are able to grow our strength in 
numbers and resolve. Repeal cannot be taken for granted and each and every one of us must pledge 
ourselves to, and work for, the repeal of this fl awed Act. 

 HOW? 
 Scrapping the Act need not be complicated or time consuming. In fact, it could be remarkably simple. The 

Alliance’s campaign has seen public and political support for the Act fall dramatically and it seems more 
and more likely that a future Parliament will have a majority of MP’s who support its repeal. Meanwhile, 
David Cameron has consistently repeated the Conservative manifesto commitment for a free vote on repeal 
followed by a Government Bill in Government time to get rid of it. 

 WHEN?
 Hunting has survived the initial impact of the Hunting Act with its infrastructure largely intact, but only 

because of the determination of the hunting community and the realistic possibility of repeal. A new 
Government after the next Election could offer an opportunity which will never be repeated. The Alliance 
must be ready and able to close the deal on repeal for the good of hunting and all other rural activities. 

15 minutes

Recent news
News: Dear All
 Fighting for repeal and for the countryside
 Within the next 15 months there will be a General Election that will be critical to the future of 

hunting, the countryside, country pursuits and the rural way of life.
 We could be on the verge of real and lasting change in the way governments deal with the 

countryside. Furthermore, we are the only organisation campaigning for repeal of the Hunting 
Act. Repeal would be a great victory in itself, but it would also protect all other country pursuits 
for a generation and open the way for policies that address the real needs of rural communities.

 It has never been more important that the Countryside Alliance has the ability to infl uence public, 
political and media opinion.

 This is why the Alliance is preparing the Rural Manifesto that will call on the next Government to: 
 • Repeal the Hunting Act and champion country pursuits 
 • Support British farmers and producers 
 • Enable all children to gain a practical understanding of the countryside 
 The Alliance has become one of the most lean and effi cient, as well as Britain’s best known and 

effective rural campaigning group. We are in tough economic times, but we need to raise our income. 
We cannot waste this unique opportunity to put the countryside at the heart of Government policy.

 Please show your support for the Rural Manifesto, by joining this fan page
 Many thanks, once again, for your continued support
 The Countryside Alliance
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Plenary 

1  Identify the Identify the point , , evidence  and  and explanation  in these 
student responses to the following question by highlighting 
them in pink, yellow and green. 

Which features of language, structure and presentation are 
used to appeal to the audience of this text?

2  Decide which paragraph is a D grade and which is a C grade based on the 
following criteria:

The writer uses the fi rst person plural to begin many 
sentences on this Facebook page. For example, ‘it is vital that 
we are able to grow our strength in numbers and resolve’. 
The use of ‘we’ emphasises that the purpose of the page 
is to create a group of people that feel strongly about the 
same issue of hunting and countryside pursuits and use this 
for political pressurising. It appeals to the readers to feel 
responsibility as part of a group.

‘We’ is used in this article because it makes everyone feel 
involved. It makes readers feel like the page is wri� en for 
them because they are interested in hunting. It helps them 
to be part of a group which is what Facebook is for, to make 
groups of people come together.

 attempts to engage with task
 identifi es audience
 identifi es purpose
 some evidence of supporting detail.

D

 clear attempt to engage with task
 identifi es audience supported by clear evidence and comment
 identifi es purpose supported by clear evidence and comment.

C

5 minutes

Section A ReadingIdentifying and commenting on audience and purpose 

Student A

Student B

3  Now complete your own C grade paragraph on a feature you have 
identifi ed in the Facebook text in Activity 3, question 2. Use the PEE structure 
and make links with the audience and purpose in your explanation. 
identifi ed in the Facebook text in Activity 3, question 2. Use the PEE structure 

 in these  in these 

5 minutes



GradeStudio

A student answered the following question, using the RSPCA text in Activity 2, in an exam: 

Suggestions for improvement

Improved answer 

The answer is below. You need to identify the weaknesses in this D grade student answer to the 

examination question, linking language features to audience and purpose. You should:

• list the improvements you would suggest

• rewrite the D grade student answer to improve it to a C grade.

10 11

Comment on how the writer use features of language, structure and presentation 
to make the text clear and informative to the reader? (12 marks) 

grade answerD

Clear:
This information leafl et is wri� en for old people. 

One idea the writer uses is simple sentences. This makes the 
information easy for the reader to read. 

Another idea is it uses the word ‘you’ to write to the reader and 
make them feel involved in the information. 

It also uses bullet points to show the diff erent ways of ge� ing out 
of inheritance tax. 

Informative:
The information in this leafl et is wri� en for old people who are 
interested in the RSPCA.

One feature that is used is specialist vocabulary. Examples of 
this are The inheritance tax threshold is the amount above which 
inheritance tax becomes payable. 
If you live in the United Kingdom, and the value of everything you 
own comes to more than £312,000 (inheritance tax threshold for 
the tax year 2008/2009), you may have to pay inheritance tax. 

Another feature used is words like may, should and could. These 
are helpful to the reader in giving ideas about what to do with their 
money without sounding too pushy.

A C grade answer would:
• be clearly linked to the question 
• list relevant features of language, presentation and structure
• give several different points about purpose with evidence and comment
• give several different points about audience with evidence and comment.

Now that you have completed this lesson on audience  
and purpose its time to fi ll in the RAG table below to 
see if your confi dence has improved. 

I can identify an audience of a text.

I can identify more than one audience of a text.

I can identify the purpose of a text.

I can identify more than one purpose of a text.

I can select relevant evidence to prove my answer.

I can comment on the evidence I have selected.

R GA

Skills to raise my grade
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